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🧵(1/) I was wondering why @NASA gear has been so
popular and fashionable over the last few years

(especially in Canada????). Found some answers, based
on some articles, and some personal speculation.

How Did NASA Hoodie Become a Trend?
NASA hoodie is popping up all over. The space agency’s signifiers can be seen on
hoodies and t-shirts from mass market and high fashion alike. Is it due to logophilia, love of science or nostalgia? …
https://www.championhoodie.com/blog/nasa-hoodie/

,

The NASA logo is having a moment
In recent years, the NASA logo has seen a surge in popularity among merchandise.
https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2019-07-19/nasa-logo-shirts-swimsuits-everyth…

(2/) So it all seems to start in 2017 with @Coach. At least commercially. But hold on,
why NASA, why then, why why why? Hard to know without asking the designers
(anyone at Coach want to chat?) But we can speculate...

(3/) Anecdotally, the NASA "worm" logo (the smooth text logo) is iconic in "design
circles" (any branding gurus care to chime in?). In 1974, the National Endowment for
the Arts funded a redesign, and upstart designers Richard Danne and Bruce
Blackburn produced NASAs new "look".

(4/) The Worm replaced The Meatball (the round logo) on nearly all NASA materials
because it was hot and modern. Ok, so the logo has some design pedigree and has
"good bones" (tell me it looks bad, I dare you). But ... the trail goes cold here. Sort of.

NASA's Graphics Standards Manual Reissued - Design Milk
As a way to celebrate the 42-year-old design, the NASA Graphics Standards
Manual is being reissued as a hardcover version of the original.
https://design-milk.com/nasas-1975-graphics-standards-manual-reissued/

(5/) Space is cool, and lots of classic space film came from the 70's. Star Wars (1977).
Alien (1979). Close Encounters (1977). And I'd posit Sigourney Weaver as Ripley is
maybe the coolest? Going forward, space movies ebbed and flowed, maybe in 20-year
cycles?

(6/) As a 90's kid I'm probably biased, but it seems like the 90's were a space
resurgence. Apollo 13 (1995), Independence Day (1996), Starship Troopers (1997),
Star Wars is back (1999)... So maybe it was just a matter of time. Artists seemed to
think so.
(7/) Well, my sister at least. She's an artist in London UK and right on schedule
(2013), started a campaign of space-inspired projects and installations. She was
feeling the itch (to escape this gently roasting planet, maybe?) so I'd bet others were
too. sarahfortais.com

(8/) So, enter fashion. Also cyclical, also high-art. Lots of reason to get spacey. Lots of
cool stuff happening in the 2010's. Check out Gigi in Harper's Bazaar errmm.. 225
weeks ago (thanks, Instagram. I think that's 4.33 years ago). So Coach decides to ...

(9/) cut out the middleman and go straight to the source. This is where our story
started. But kids aren't running around with Coach gear. Every big box retailer is
rocking the NASA logo on nearly everything. Gotta finance that James Webb tele
somehow, right? Wrong.

(10/) A great LA Times article from 2019 (linked in (1/) ) explains that the NASA logo
is ... basically free to use. Pending the OK from NASA's multimedia division.
@haileymensik1 and @smasunaga talked to Bert Ulrich, the guy in charge of logo
usage, read that article plz.

(11/) But like, what if NASA decided to charge to use their likeness? I don't know,
we'd probably see a lot less of their likeness. I like it. It looks good and at least it's not
those snarky-phrase shirts. We can speculate about gen-z kids, nihilism and the earth
dying...
(12/) but space is cool! And a good logo deserves to be worn. Even by Canadians (if
you're listening, I'll take a shirt with the CanadArm instead, @csa_asc).
Rabbit hole inspired by @astro_jaz 's tweet yesterday, fyi. Follow her if you aren't
already!
Jasmine
@astro_jaz

it’s so crazy to me that NASA is the only government
agency whose logo we all just casually wear on our
clothing
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